AOB – Gas Insulated Switchgear (GIS)
November Panel 2007
The purpose of this paper is to ensure the CUSC Panel is aware of an issue raised at the Grid
Code which closely interacts with the CUSC.
At the November 2007 Grid Code Panel RWE raised an issue regarding GIS, see paper
attached. The Panel agreed to establish a Working Group in accordance with the Grid Code
governance and requested involvement from interested CUSC Parties.
An email will be issued shortly which will request nominations from interested CUSC
signatories to attend this joint Grid Code and CUSC Working Group.
Extract from the Grid Code Panel minutes
RWE presented pp07/46 and explained that GIS increasingly appeared to be the first choice
of National Grid at connection sites in preference to Air Insulated Switchgear (AIS) seemingly
due to its lower cost, reduced land requirement and its lower profile leading to an easier
consent process. However, GIS was not defined in the Grid Code and made it much more
difficult to identify the ownership boundary. As a consequence the ownership boundary in the
BCA was considered to be “non-standard” since, with GIS, the User’s assets at the substation
needed to be integrated within the structure of the substation and as a result were not readily
accessible or detachable from the National Grid assets. In addition, the need to share a
common gas system and adapt equipment if provided by a different manufacturer to that of
the substation meant that it was not practicable for such User assets to be competitively
procured or maintained. The User is therefore forced to contract with National Grid for the
procurement and maintenance of its assets at a GIS substation on an unlicensed basis. This
is exacerbated by the third party alliance arrangements entered into by National Grid making
it extremely difficult for the User to form a view as to whether the price charged by National
Grid was reasonable and competitive.
RWE recommended that the transmission ownership boundary should be redefined in the
Connection Conditions of the Grid Code for GIS substations to include all connected GIS
assets (up to an external connection to the User’s assets) and treated as licensed assets.
Other Panel Members agreed with RWE that it was timely to review the ownership
arrangements for GIS substations. DNO representatives confirmed that they experienced
similar problems with GIS at their sites. National Grid pointed out that GIS was chosen at
sites where coastal pollution and/or space was a problem but it was incorrect to say that it
was first choice at all sites. The GCRP agreed that a Working Group should be formed to
progress the issue involving Members with knowledge of the CUSC issues. The Terms of
Reference for the Working Group would be agreed by the GCRP by e-mail before the next
meeting.
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